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All Type Industrial Conveyor System, 
Working  Table,  Belt Conveyor,  For 
Transmission of Materials From one 
piece to a complete process, we provide 
custom solutions to fit the needs of your 
material.

VASHNAVI CONVEYOR INDUSTRY

www.conveyorindustries.in

Mail-id –info@vcigroups.com
Mob. No -9958352003 , 8198959606



Who We Are .

 Conveyor Handling Company has been a leader in providing quality, cost-effective material 
handling solutions since 2015. Located in Faridabad, Haryana, the company has successfully 
partnered with customers offering them custom solutions for their unique material handling 
challenges. Conveyor Handling Company has developed and maintained relationships with 
private and public companies nationwide, as well as India and State government agencies. 
Furthermore, we have been recognized repeatedly by major manufacturers and integrators as a 
top performing solutions provider.

 When you choose Conveyor Handling Company as your Material Handling Systems Integrator, 
you partner with our highly skilled in-house team of professionals through every phase of your 
project. From design to after commissioning service, our in-house team of sales, engineers, 
project managers, installation crews and service technicians determine the solution that best 
fits your needs. Customer satisfaction will always remain our top priority. From purchasing 
equipment to a full turnkey solution, Conveyor Handling Company will provide a worry-free 
process; increasing productivity and profit by improving material handling efficiency.

 Every project is managed by our in-house team with:
 innovation and creativity
 extensive industry knowledge
 value and integrity
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Belt Conveyor.
Move simple products from one location to another .

Move products up or down inclines (check with our engineers on maximum angles for your product) .
Move in either continuous or indexing modes (i.e. the belt stops and starts each time to move a 

product to the end of the belt using a sensor) .

Depending upon the product weight and the product being conveyed, we have many different 

types of powered belt style conveyors available for handling the loads. Product weights typically 

ranges from 1 Kg  to 100 Kg.

Products
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 Telescopic conveyor system
with its all-steel construction, is the smart solution
for high volume shipping and receiving applications.
With the VCIGROUPS system, you can automate
your loading and unloading areas and convey a
variety of products from large to small cartons,

from loose bags to tires. Moving large volumes
of freight in and out of trailers is made faster,
easier and most importantly safer, with the operator
controls conveniently located at the end of the unit.

 Truck Loading Conveyor
Our Container Loading Conveyors are low cost and 
portable solutions for loading & unloading vehicles. 
This is an efficient, fast and an economical solution 
for loading and unloading of packages into and 
from trucks / Containers. Custom built belts ensure 

proper gripping of packages while loading or 
unloading them.
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Loading Unloading Conveyor



Roller Conveyor

 For products, give relevant
GRAVITY ROLLER CONVEYORS
They are non-powered handling systems that use gravity as 
a means of moving objects. Due to this feature, they prove 
to be extremely advantageous when dealing with small 
items with flat bottom parts.

FLEXIBLE ROLLER CONVEYORS
Mechanical units of this type are perfect for such 
applications as cargo loading, shipping, and packaging. 
They are portable systems allowing you to roll and curve 
their sections for better throughput under particular 
conditions.

For those who are willing to get the most out of their 
manufacturing, packaging or assembling, the next-
generation material-handling system is a must. With this in 
mind, “VCIGROUPS” comes up with an extensive range of 
roller conveyors for sale. While providing controlled 
movement of items and unrestricted access to them, this 
go-to equipment allows for easier and faster processing.
Its main aim is to dramatically reduce manual handling by 
making things as automated as possible. This is what you 
will get with the mechanical systems from “VCIGROUPS” 
the big-name roller conveyor manufacturer in India.
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s
 “VCI Groups” conveyors are the go-to conveyors for 

all of your pallet handling needs. “VCI Groups” offers 
one of the most extensive lines of chain conveyors in 
the industry; from various types of accumulating 
roller chain to standard roller chain in single or 
duplex strands. Chain conveyors can be used in a 
single strand fashion or have dual strands for pallet 
handling or three or more strands for very wide parts.

www.conveyorindustries.in

Slat ConveyorChain Conveyor

“VCI GROUPS” chain conveyors are the go-to conveyors for 
all of your pallet handling needs. “VCI GROUPS” offers one 
of the most extensive lines of chain conveyors in the 
industry; from various types of accumulating roller chain to 
standard roller chain in single or duplex strands. Chain 
conveyors can be used in a single strand fashion or have 
dual strands for pallet handling or three or more strands for 
very wide parts.

Slat Conveyors are used in horizontal conditions and 
operating at relatively slow speeds. They are generally used 
to move items that are not typically conveyable on rollers 
or belts, due to an irregular shape or bottom condition. 
They can also be used in assembly operations by modifying 
the slats to accommodate assembly fixtures.



Availability

 List availability dates.

 Describe where product can be purchased, or where to 

direct orders.
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Other Solutions : -
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Vashnavi Conveyor Industry offer you a wide range of 

Equipment Annual maintenance contracts which are 

customized according to the requirements of your 

equipment like VRC, Scissor Lifts, Goods Lifts and a variety 

of modules to choose from. The Equipment’s AMC covers 

each and every crucial component of your equipment in 

a cost effective approach. 

Equipment Maintenance /AMC/Service / Spares :-

Vashnavi Conveyor Industry offer you a wide range of 

Equipment Annual maintenance contracts which are 

customized according to the requirements of your 

equipment like VRC, Scissor Lifts, Goods Lifts and a variety 

of modules to choose from. The Equipment’s AMC covers 

each and every crucial component of your equipment in 

a cost effective approach. 

If You Have any questions about our products or service 

,please consult us , we will answer you in the shortest 

time.

Vashnavi Conveyor Industry    



Contact Us:-

www.conveyorindustries.in

Thank you for your interests in Vashnavi Conveyor Industry. Please feel free to submit your 

inquiry information to us.

Vashnavi Conveyor Industry

Chat with Sunil Kundu

Tel: +91-9958352003

Tel: +91-8198959606

Email:info@vcigroups.com

Website: www.vcigroups.com

www.conveyorindustries,in

Address: REG. OFFICE ADDRESS: - 00, 00, NEAR PEER BABA MAZAR, SOHNA ROAD, JEEVAN 

NAGAR PART-II, Faridabad, Haryana, 121004

Work: - Plot No 1,2, Sector 57, Dividing Road, Faridabad, Haryana, India 121004
.

mailto:info@pkmachinery.com
http://www.vcigroups.com/

